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Introduction

Code-Mixing or Code-Switching is a defined as the embedding of linguistic units such as phrases, words and morphemes of one language into an utterance of another language [source: Wikipedia]. Code-Mixing is prevalent among bi-lingual and multi-lingual individuals.

- "Mein soch raha tha ki we should atleast ek baar unn logo se isko discus kar lena chahiyEH." - "Annual report mein jo old wala team structure decide kya tha wahi rehne do." - "DOSTA ta install kor age then suradeep-pe team-e dhuke jabi." In this project we have tried to tackle the standard NLP question-classification task for code-mixed questions.

Motivation

Question classification is the task of finding out the type of the expected answer. This is imperative to solving large number of retrieval and query tasks. It also finds application in intelligent conversation system, search engine, document retrieval. The results of a question classifier can be used to improve upon[Labak Loni: A survey of the Art methods on question classification):

- Reducing the probable answer space
- If a given question, “Who was the president of India in 2003?”. The expected answer type would be human, so we only consider the named entities in the candidate answers and in effect reducing the search space.

Choosing Search strategy

- For a question, “What is tectonic plates?”. As the answer type is Definition, So our candidate answer would conform to the form: “Tectonic plates are…”. Or “Tectonic plate is…”

There is no standard available dataset of code-mixed questions. Hence we have created our own dataset for the task. The dataset has the following format:

- CCFC: QuestionText
  - CC = Coarse grained Category
  - FC = Fine grained Category
  - QuestionText = The Code-mixed question

Coarse grained categories are:
- DESC, LOC, ENTITY, HUM, NUM

The dataset is created based on the English classification dataset by Li and Roth [3, Li rothdataset]. In order to facilitate our conversion process we have made our own transliteration tool. 400 questions were randomly selected and reposed into corresponding hindi-English code-mixed sentences.

Methodology

Approach 1:
- Vectorize the question sentences using Bag of H-grams
- Train a SVM classifier using the obtained Vectors of the questions.

Approach 2:
- We have collected a 150,000 sentences of code-mixed chat data.
- Normalization of the chat data.
- Train GloVe and Word2Vec models using the refined data.
- Obtain the vector of each question sentence by combining the word vectors provided by the previously trained GloVe and Word2Vec Models.

Dataset

- Hindi Transliterated Dictionary
- Hindi Ivensagi script Dictionary
- English Dictionary

Hindi: Hindi Dictionary


GloVe: GloVe[3] models gives vector representation of words by utilizing aggregated global word-word co-occurrence statistics.

Results

- Approach 1 – obtained 0.73 mean accuracy using 487 question data with 3% test to train ratio over 100 iterations using SVM on unigram features.
- Approach 2 – obtained 0.546 mean accuracy with same configuration of dataset as above using Logistic regression on Glove vectors.

Conclusion

- The current result using unigrams surpasses the work of Raphaeli et al. [6]
- The word2vec and glove model have decent results with 150,000 lines of data. Larger amounts of data would be able to give better embeddings.
- The classification was done without normalization of the words in the sentences.

Further work

- Will test the effect of normalization on the classification accuracy.
- Use cross validation to tune the classifier parameters.
- Try to generate more code mixed questions for the dataset.
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